UPM PROFI TERRA
®

German quality decking for the home
UPM ProFi Terra is a fine looking composite decking system
made in Germany and designed for residential use. As with
PEFC/02-31-173
Advanced recycled
raw material

all UPM ProFi products, UPM ProFi Terra has a unique stain
resistant surface that is very easy to keep clean. With a stone
like appearance, a smart reversible profile and a simple
installation system, UPM ProFi Terra offers a modern solution
for any private garden deck or patio.

UPM ProFi®

Easy care decking at home
The superior stain resistant and non-brushed surface of UPM
Terra ensures very low maintenance. Unlike wood and many
other composite deckings, wine, oil and other liquid spills are
not readily absorbed and can be easily cleaned. When the
spring comes, the decking requires no sanding, varnishing or
painting etc. Normally periodic cleaning with water and a
brush is all that is needed.

Superior stain
resistance.

High friction
wet or dry.

The German made UPM ProFi Terra has good non-slip properties
whether wet or dry. Unlike stone or ceramic tiles, UPM ProFi Terra
feels warm to the touch and being splinter free is ideal for bare
feet.

Better colour
durability.

The decking system is easy to install and requires no special
tools. Due to its closed surface, and unlike traditional composite
deckings, UPM ProFi Terra may be installed with zero degree
incline. The reversible profile enables creative deck designs and
the installation system has been designed for ease, speed and
a perfect finish.

Zero degree
incline possible.

UPM ProFi Terra is a member of the UPM ProFi next generation
wood plastic composite (WPC) product family. It has a high
recycled content and does not contain PVC or any harmful
chemicals. The main raw materials are recycled paper fibres and
plastics from self-adhesive label waste. By giving these materials
a second life as high performance composites, thousands of
tonnes of land-fill and waste incineration are saved each year.

Splinter free,
warm to touch.

Recycled and
recyclable.

COLOURS*

Black

Grey

PROFILE

Brown
COMPONENTS
Cover Strip

28
127,5

T-Clip

Support Rail

Reversible
two sided
profile.

Installation
span 35 cm.

10 year
residential
guarantee.

*Slight variation in colour shade may exist between
different production batches.
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